**Work Station**

**Drawer locking mechanisms**

**Lock with WS46 bar**

- **WS41 Lock** (bar not required to lock top drawer)
- **WS41 Lock** (with bar already installed to lock the other drawers)
- **Lock for door WS33**

**Features:**
- To lock drawers in a single-user cabinet.
- Locking bars are factory installed in the cabinets.
- Locks can be factory installed on request.
- When locks are already installed, customer can easily assemble the cabinet to the top of the bench by removing drawers only.
- To add locks to a cabinet, customer does not have to remove the drawers.

**Inconvenience:**
- The locking bar does not prevent access between two drawers for a multi-user cabinet.

**Lock with WS42 shelf**

- **WS41 Lock** (bar not required to lock top drawer)
- **Additionnal shelf WS42** (to prevent access between a drawer and a door)
- **Lock with shelf WS43** (to prevent access between two drawers)
- **Lock for door WS33**

**Features:**
- To lock drawers.
- The shelf prevents access between two drawers or between a drawer and a door for a multi user cabinet.
- Shelves and locks can be factory installed on request.

**Inconveniences:**
- To add a lock with shelf on a drawer, the glides of the drawer just above must be removed in order to insert the shelf.
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